Greetings from my kitchen counter! I have welcomed a new imaginary coworker into our home, Dale, who gets blamed for the dirty dishes left out,
the paper sprawl and anything else that annoys us while we work from
home alongside Ethel, our Springer Spaniel.
On behalf of the entire CuraMedix team, I wanted to let you know that
although working remotely, we are available! Whether you are interested
in getting more information on the technology or a speci c product,
setting up an online demo, reading up on clinical evidence or speaking
with peers who have successfully incorporated EPAT/ESWT into their
continuum of care, let us know. We are keeping regular business hours so
that you can connect with us whether by phone, email, text, or video.
Don’t hesitate to reach out!
We know that this is an especially challenging time for you as medical
professionals as you look to take care of your sta and patients as well as
your own families and yourself. Please know that we are here for you and
value all that you do.
Be well, be safe and keep in touch!
All the best,
Elise B. Hamann
Director of Sales and Marketing
Phone: 401-333-6500
Email: elise.hamann@curamedix.com
https://www.curamedix.com

Paul Hobrough Ensures Runners Don’t Miss a Step
During these times, many individuals are turning to running as a remedy for
stress. Whether you treat patients who are runners, or are a runner yourself,
these books from renowned physiotherapist Paul Hobrough o er interesting
medical insights and practical advice.

AMA Supports Telehealth Initiative to Improve
Healthcare
To reduce exposure and minimize surges in care facilities, many medical
professionals are in the midst of shifting to telehealth models. The
following article recently published by the AMA o ers a helpful resource
round-up.

Discover the AMA Physician’s Guide to COVID-19
Still grappling with the “new normal” in the wake of COVID-19? You’re not
alone. To help you feel con dent in your preparedness, the AMA o ers
helpful ways to prepare your practice, talk to patients and get answers to
today’s most pressing questions.

If you’d like research on EPAT/ESWT, the Level 10
book series is the go-to resource for medical
professionals. From sports medicine and
pseudarthrosis to fascia and burn medicine, each
Level 10 book addresses a speci c medical
discipline along with treatment recommendations.
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